Volunteer Positions and Descriptions:
Announcer - Announces timer/judges meeting. Introduces the National Anthem.
Reads the names of the swimmers in each heat. Makes public announcements as
needed, such as concessions, delay for weather, missing goggles, etc....
Staging - Organizes younger swimmers for their heats by getting them lined up in
their lanes. They may walk them from the team area to the starting deck. Needed
for 8 and under boys, 8 and under girls, 9/10 boys, and 9/10 girls.
Stroke/Turn Judge - Watches swimmers. Confirms swimmers meet all stroke and
turn requirements during their swims. If a swimmer does not, he is disqualified.
Notify the timer. Provide immediate feedback to the swimmer so he can make
corrections for their future swims.
Timers - One timer per lane uses a stopwatch, provided by the swim team, to
record swimmers' times for each heat. Each lane has a timer from each team. The
home team timer records the times from both watches and hand the results to
the runner. 15 minutes before each meet, the announcer will ask the timers to
meet near the announcement table to learn what is expected of them.
Runner - Collects heat times from the timers and delivers to the scoring table.
Finish Judge - Records the finish order of the swimmers. There are six at each
meet, three from each team.
Assist With Setup - Arrives at a designated time before the meet begins to help
set up lane lines, flags, starting blocks, scoring table, and perform other tasks.
Assist With Tear-Downs - Stay for a short time after the meet to take down flags,
starting blocks, scoring table, and perform other tasks.
Scoring - Sits at the announcer's table. Collects timing sheets from the runners.
Averages times for each lane. Cumulatively calculates the scores for each team.
There is one person from each team to check and reconcile written times

